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Greetings, 
Welcome to the first issue of Contact! Contact! for 2010. Looking back over the years to the first Rhodesian 
Services Association newsletter that I produced in the beginning of 2003 we have come a long, long way together. 
Every issue that I produce is followed by a flurry of emails that reinforce the reason to keep on. Thank you all. 
 
The regular columns by Stompie and Grunter are absent this month as they are both having some time off. You are 
welcome to email them with any material; Stompie’s email Stompie@rhodesianservices.org and Grunter’s email 
fourstreams@clear.net.nz 
 
I have made some changes to the website. This link http://www.rhodesianservices.org/our-supporters.htm is directly 
off our home page (look at the top of the page www.rhodesianservices.org in the green strip) and goes to ‘Our 
Supporters’. This lists authors and businesses who have donated goods for auction at the RV or who will make 
donations to us from generated sales of goods, as well as businesses who are our regular trusted suppliers. Please 
support these businesses where at all possible. Whenever you make contact with anyone who you see in our 
newsletter or on our website, please mention the Rhodesian Services Association. 
 
While we are on the subject of the website, the Guest Map and Guest Book (both links located in the same area as 
Our Supporters) are for your use. People are always asking me who lives in their area and this is one way to check 
and make comms. 
 
Our financial membership is up around 125 with approximately 1,200 worldwide getting Contact! Contact! directly 
from me. I would like to see the financial membership increase. The subscription is a nominal amount (NZ$5) 
currently and will increase to NZ$10 from 1st October 2010. This small amount gives you voting rights at our AGM 
and it helps to boost our income. 
 
In New Zealand we get regular reminders of the 'Mount Erebus Disaster' where an Air New Zealand DC10 crashed 
into Mount Erebus in Antarctica while on a tourist flight on 28th November 1979, killing all 237 passengers and 20 
crew on board.  The '911 Disaster' on the 11th September 2001 where around 3,000 people died in America as a 
result of terrorism is also never far from our screens and newspapers.  While I have every sympathy for those killed 
and all those who were affected by these incidents, I (and I know that I am not the only one) also get angry and ask 
"what about our Viscounts?" 
 



Outside our own networks we seldom hear of Rhodesia's 'disasters' where two Air Rhodesia Viscounts were shot 
down and, in one case, some of the survivors were brutally treated and then murdered by Nkomo's ZIPRA terrorists.  
Sadly for Rhodesians, and the families of the victims, there is little recognition now.  Per capita, the loss of lives was 
far greater for Rhodesia than it was for New Zealand or the USA in their respective incidents. 
 
So where are our memorials? The most comprehensive reference is Rob Rickard’s site at 
http://home.iprimus.com.au/rob_rickards/viscounts/viscounts.htm The other Rhodesian linked reference is on Eddy 
Norris’s ORAFS - Our Story pages and in particular on  http://www.ourstory.com/thread.html?t=361982  Contact! 
Contact! has previously made reference to Keith Nell who is writing a book on the subject and his website 
www.viscountdown.com  There are various other references and comments but these strike me as the best.  
 
Get Well Wishes 
One of our members, Nobby Clarke, a pilot in the Royal Air Force and formerly a Volunteer Reserve in the 
Rhodesian Air Force, is in hospital in Whakatane, New Zealand. You can direct get well wishes to 
nobbyrtw@gmail.com which his daughter Gill will access and pass on to him. 
 
Obituaries 
Please Note that the Rhodesian Services Association holds a large Rhodesian flag for use at funerals. Please 
contact me at hbomford@clear.net.nz if required. 
 

 
 

Anthony Brown, died in Torbay Hospital, Devon following a presumed stroke on 29th December, 2009.  He was 
aged 90.He farmed on Tamandu Farm in Centenary East.  He was an active Police Reservist (attesting on 7th 
October 1954) and Auxilliary (19th August 1974) with the BSAP, he became an Inspector and trainer in Salisbury 
PATU, specialising in map reading, until 1980. 
 
He had been Director General of The Legion in Zimbabwe and looked after the War Graves until he suffered his 
first stroke in 2001 and relocated to Officer's accommodation at Huntley near Teignmouth in Devon.  He was a 
Dunkirk Veteran and headed that Association in Zimbabwe. 
 
Geoff Bond who served in the British Army during WWII and the Rhodesian Army in the 1970's died on the 26th 
December, 2009 in Chippenham, England.  He was 89.  Geoff was an author whose works included: The 
Incredibles, Remember Mazoe, Shaka (where he used a pen name James Langa) as well as books on Baden-
Powell and the Boy Scout Movement. 
 
Off The Radar  
The email addresses of the people listed below have bounced the last communication sent.  If you are in comms 
with them could you ask them to contact me. Please also remember to let me know if you are changing your email 
address. 
 

• Colin and Carolyn Tullett - Australia 
 
 
Armistice Day 2009 
In continuation from the December issue these pictures below were sent in by Joseph Smith, a former officer in the 
RAR.  They were taken by his wife Uta Fehlhaber-Smith when they attended the Remembrance Day service at 
Westminster Abbey, London on 5th November 2009. 
 



  
HRH Prince Phillip in conversation with Brig. Pat Lawless SCR, who guided Prince Phillip to plot 71 the 

Rhodesian plot (pictured below). 
 

 
 
 

 
L-R Joseph C. Smith and Pat Lawless. 

 
Museum News 
We are currently engaged with building what I am calling (at the moment) our FAF/Para Display (FAF = Forward Air 
Field). The origins of the plan were to build a permanent display utilising our existing back drop and manikin 



representing RLI paratroops emplaning. Our Curator, Tony Fraser along with Colin Logie and I made plans and 
once we had agreement from Andrew Gormlie at Classic Flyers, we began acquiring the various bits needed. 
 
Because the placement of the cabinet adjacent to a set of stairs would give access to the top of the cabinet we 
decided to add on a glass case in which we will be placing a well represented display of Bush War era aircraft in 
1:48 scale. We have been able to acquire by purchase and donation the following: 

• 2x Aerospatiale Alouette III representing G and K cars 
• Augusta Bell 205 (Cheetah) 
• C47 Dakota 
• De Havilland Vampire T11 
• English Electric Canberra B2 
• Hawker Hunter FGA9 
• Reims Cessna FTB337G (Lynx) 
• SAIA Marchetti SP260 M (Warrior) 

 
In addition we will display a Panhard 60 and hope to make a representation of a revetment with mortar nets.  
 
Unfortunately we cannot find the following in 1:48 scale which we would like to have in the display (if you can help 
please contact me: 

• Britten Norman BN-2A Islander 
• Hunting Percival Provost T1 & T52 
• Lockheed/Aeromachi AL60-B2L (called ‘Trojan’ in Rhodesia) 

 
Assembly of the models is being done by former Blue Job, Chuck Osborne and his sons Mark and Paul. We must 
also thank his wife Sue for her patience while her dining room table is used as a work bench. 
 

 
Osborne Family Assembly Line - Mark, Paul and Chuck with Sue on the camera. 

 
In the main body of the case which is almost three metres long, will be a backdrop of RLI paras emplaning along 
with a fully dressed up manikin complete with parachutes and MAG. There will be a fifteen inch digital picture frame 
displaying an assortment of Rhodesian planes and parachuting photos. Below are photos showing progress of the 
build. 
 



          
L-R Tony Fraser, Tony Griffits and Kurt Fraser begin cutting 

 

 
L-R Kurt Fraser, Tony Griffits and Tony Fraser fit backdrop 

 

 
Current state of cabinet with top and front frames on, awaiting completion of painting then front glass and 

top case will go on. 
 
Assistance required 
We need someone who can type up information sheets on each aircraft. Above the cabinet will be a suspended 
board with information and photos identifying each aircraft. We can supply most of the information so what we need 
is someone who can type it all up and we will then get A2Z Imaging to print it on a medium for us to fix to the board. 
It does not matter where you live as this can all be passed by email. Be part of this project – email me at 
hbomford@clear.net.nz if you can help. 
 
Alf Page in the Long Range Desert Group by ‘Kiwi Mac’ 



Readers will recall that Alf Page laid the wreath at Hobsonville for us in 2008. The piece below has been written by 
‘Kiwi Mac’ from his recent interview with Alf. We are privileged to be able to reproduce it here in Contact! Contact!.  
All photos below were taken by ‘Kiwi Mac or scanned from Alf’s originals. 
 

 
Alf Page shows off one of his WWII maps. 

 
Ask anyone about the Long Range Desert Group and immediately the unit's familiar acronym, LRDG, springs to 
mind quickly followed by images of a gang of bearded brigands atop trucks moving in and out of the desert to strike 
the enemy's rear.  
 
The more astute commentators will mention most of these desert raiders were Kiwis, hardy, independent men 
drawn from the Second New Zealand Expeditionary Force (2nd NZEF) when British signals officer, Major Ralph 
Bagnold formed the Long Range Patrol (LRP) in July 1940. 
 
But enjoying his retirement on a farm in New Zealand is a man who recalls another LRDG, one whose war was 
fought far from the deserts of North Africa among comrades whose accents were more south of the Zambezi than 
South Island. 
 
In early 1943 Alf Page, the only known Rhodesian LRDG member in New Zealand, had just turned 18 and aspired 
to adventures of an aeronautical nature behind the controls of a Hurricane or Spitfire.  He never imagined he'd be a 
covert commando fighting bitter gun battles with not only the Germans, but also supposed allies in and around the 
Adriatic.  
"Every male in Southern Rhodesia had had to register and when they turned 18 they were called up.  We were 
encamped at the Park River Training Camp at the time.  Park River wasn't far from Umtali, near the Mozambique 
border.  I'd originally registered to join up as a pilot, but heard nothing, then I tried for navigator and still heard 
nothing and lastly I applied for a job as an air gunner, I figured they'd need a few of those." 
 
It was later that Alf learned all requests were going through the Army recruitment sergeant who simply threw out 
applications for non-Army roles.  Alf reflects he must have been 'destined' to be in the Army. 
"I got a call from the Army and next thing I know here I am, serving in the Southern Rhodesian Reconnaissance 
Regiment when we're told an officer was looking for volunteers for a cloak and dagger outfit, the LRDG.  If my 
recollections are correct this would have been about the time of the Allies' landing at Anzio." 
 
In March 1943 the Mareth Line had been broken and the terrain in North Africa was no longer suitable for the LRDG 
to carry out long range desert operations.  During a five month lull the unit regrouped at Azzib in Palestine 
conducting parachute training and moving to Lebanon for ski and mountain training.  A return to Palestine saw the 
practising of combined operations.  In January 1944 the unit moved to Abla in Syria.  Following the invasion of Italy 
the Italians surrendered and were then an ally against the Germans, creating a somewhat misguided new role for 
the LRDG.  
"As a result, the British sent token garrisons to the Italian Dodecanese Islands, but they were sent piecemeal 
without adequate air or naval support and as a result these islands were recaptured and many of the most 
experienced LRDG men were made prisoner or killed," said Alf. 
 
"The officer who spoke to us was Captain John Olivey, MC.  He'd won a bar to his MC on the island of Leros during 
this, the Aegean campaign.  Cut off, he continued the fight, was captured by the Germans, then managed to escape 
via Greece.  After Leros the New Zealand government recalled the Kiwis back to the 2NZEF, so it was decided the 
Rhodesians would expand to squadron strength and here he was giving us the sales pitch."   
 



"We had to volunteer twice, once to join the unit and then for parachute training.  I told my dad we were off to 
Bulawayo, instead we flew out to Cairo in Egypt where we stayed in Abbassia, a huge garrison where all the 
barracks had First World War names."   
 
Captain Olivey told the assembled ranks the LRDG was not a fighting force as such, more a deep reconnaissance 
outfit with experience in a fair bit of raiding and harassing of the enemy.  In all, 20 men volunteered to accompany 
Olivey back to the LRDG to reinforce A Squadron.  Alongside Alf were Riflemen Reo Armand, Owen Aves, Roy 
Beck, Alan Cooper, Roddy Cluer, George Enslin, Tommy Haddon, Ben Hardy, Elias Kaplan, Spider McNeilage, 
Robby Robinson, Zam Sherwood, Eddie Solomon, Dett van Niekerk, Frank Westergaard and Trooper Paddy 
Hogan.  With the junior soldiers went three NCOs; Lance Corporals Eddie de Gray Birch, Bill Cooke and Corporal 
Peter Richards. 
 

 
Alf Page and Eddie de Gray Birch 

 
From Egypt the volunteers went to Rodi, a base in Italy not far from Bari on the Gargano Peninsula where they were 
to undergo para training. 
"Others had done their jump training in Palestine and ski and mountain training in Lebanon, but the skiing got 
knocked on the head because there were too many injuries.  We had to do seven jumps to earn our wings, the 
training was done a bit different from how it's done nowadays, we used to shuffle our way down a bench in a 
Wellington bomber then shuffle on down through a hole in the floor." 
 
Alf doesn't much fancy the practice done nowadays where some jumpers pack their own chutes.  
"We used to jump then go and see the girls washing, drying then repacking the chutes, they did a wonderful job.  
After jumping we'd watch the next lot do theirs, I remember once watching the first lot come out of the plane, then 
the second and saw a chap with a roman candle coming down." 
 
The unlucky trooper's static line had become tangled, resigned to his fate he told his mates half way down he'd 
decided to open his legs from the brace position. 
"Just as well he did too, the line became untangled and his chute blossomed, apart from a rough landing he was 
relatively OK," said Alf. 
 



 
Alf Page about to emplane on a Wellington for para training  

 
Their training completed the new men married up with their unit in Rodi, Alf was assigned to Olivey's Z.1 patrol. 
"We were fortunate to have as our NCO another experienced desert veteran, Sergeant Don 'Ox' Coventry who'd 
won the DCM on Leros, had also been captured and managed to escape." 
 
During the Spring of 1944 the LRDG moved from Middle Eastern Forces to Central Mediterranean Forces.  In May 
the Rhodesian A Squadron, under the command of Kiwi, Major Ken Lazarus, joined Force 266, a composite 
organisation comprising the Raiding Support Regiment, Special Boat Squadron (SBS) and the Commandos.  The 
LRDG's primary role was to provide reconnaissance in all types of terrain with a secondary role of providing 
communication links between allied or guerrilla forces operating behind or to the flanks of enemy lines. 
 
"I remember the radio operators were all from the Royal Signals, and their ability to send and receive Morse code 
messages in quick fashion had to seen to be believed." 
 
Operations were to be carried out in Greece, Albania, Yugoslavia and Northern Italy and included similar missions 
to those carried out in the desert, albeit with distinctly different modes of transport. 
"The force conducted raids on enemy garrisons and a shipping watch, much like the old road watch in Libya but 
over shipping routes.  They'd radio in about what they'd seen and pretty soon RAF Typhoons would attack the craft 
or MTBs would come in on a torpedo run.  To get to their destination the force used a vast array of vessels including 
sloops, caciques, MTBs, launches, kayaks, fishing boats and landing craft. 
"On land the Chevrolet trucks of the desert had given way to jeeps armed with machine guns, a hugely versatile 
vehicle packing a punch well above its weight." 
 
In June of 1944 Force 266 split up with A Squadron coming under the command of Land Forces Adriatic.  Alf's first 
mission took him to Albania.  Infiltrating by boat they remained there for about two weeks before returning to Rodi 
from whence they departed in September for a four month operation to Greece, travelling aboard an LCT. 
 



 
Alf Page’s original kit bag together with an M1 carbine. 

 
Members of Z.1 patrol under the command of John Olivey were Sergeants Coventry and Van Rensburg, L/Cpls de 
Gray Birch and Cooke and Privates Page, Haddon, Westergaard, van Niekerk, Harding, Armand, Smith, Botha and 
Signalman Fell.  Attached personnel included one member of S.1 patrol and two fitters from the unit's Light 
Recovery Section. 
"We arrived at a place called Katakolon on the west coast of Greece's great southern isthmus.  Our role was to 
provide deep reconnaissance support to the 400 RAF Regiment and SBS that made up 'Bucket Force' as they took 
a nearby aerodrome.  To do this we had 12 armed jeeps, mine was armed with a .50cal Browning, I remember 
thinking; "so much for this being a Top Secret mission', as the whole town was there cheering us and throwing 
flowers.  Jerry had scarpered and everything at the airfield was still burning."   
 
Alf recalls Capt. Olivey deciding to push on and the little jeep force headed all the way up to the city of Corinth 
where the narrow isthmus joins the Peloponnesus to mainland Greece.  The column experienced the odd light 
contact with the Germans who were now withdrawing by boat across the Gulf of Corinth into northern Greece. 
"I remember we lost a man, Sgt 'Ginger' Van Rensberg, who suffered a fatal wound in the chest when we were 
recovering weapons from surrendering members of a Greek Security Battalion." 
 
The Security Battalion were collaborators who sided with the Germans against the Greek communist ELAS 
partisans.  
"Our so-called allies, the partisans, had been fed a load of propaganda.  They insisted that the uniforms and Sten 
guns we were dropping to them were provided by the Russians and the west had abandoned the Russians to go it 
alone.  Each time we'd see them they would ask how come the British couldn't afford to clothe and arm them, why 
was it the struggling Soviets who dropped them all their supplies - by crikey they got that wrong!" 
 
Arriving at the ancient city of Corinth the patrol found the strategic bridge over the canal blown. 
"One of the jeeps drove over a mine and the crew were blown out.  Cpl Tighe, an RAOC fitter and desert veteran 
was sitting there, to all intents ok.  He said to check the others, but when the lads came back to him he'd died - with 
not a mark on him, it was very sad." 
 
From there the patrol encountered Germans staging a rearguard at the port of Patras, Alf recalls they didn't appear 
to want to be there. 
"The RAF boys had a couple of two pounder guns with them they used to give them a hurry up, I remember we'd 
drive up the hills at night with our headlights on, turn them off and drive back down again, returning with lights 
ablaze to give Jerry the impression our numbers were greater than they were and encourage them to leave. 
"I remember the Earl, George Jellicoe from the SBS, and John Olivey, going into the town and telling the German 
commander that if they didn't shove off we'd flatten the town, so the Jerries left." 
 
Alf recalls a fondness for Jellicoe who left an expensive and hard to come by set of wet weather kit in his jeep - the 
spoils of war! 
"I stayed with the RAF Regiment for a while assisting with my jeep and we got to the ancient city of Sparta loaded 
up with 44 gal drums of fuel, boxes of food and a heap of Ideal Milk (a type of evaporated milk).  "As I came into 
Sparta in my jeep I was met by an LRDG Sergeant.  He found me as we came across a large procession of bodies 
being taken away for burial from the fighting the day before.  He'd been waiting for me as the unit had moved south 
and he wanted my .50cal - my gun was an ex-aircraft one and could be operated hydraulically.  I'd had quite a good 
time with the RAF blokes, but it was back to the Army for me." 
 
The pair met up with the rest of Z.1 patrol back at the Corinth Canal.  The allied forces were by then encountering 
quite a bit of trouble from the anti-royalist, communist partisans of the ELAS.  The armed wing of the Communist 
Party, ELAS, was hell bent on taking control of Greece.  With the withdrawal of the Germans they were determined 
not to see a return of the old monarchy, while the British were determined to see a return of the pre-war Royalist 



government.  In late 1945 a civil war broke out, described as a most bloody and nasty affair that resulted in many of 
the old Greek Security Battalion members being recruited into a pro-monarchist National Guard. 
"The 4th Para Battalion was to be flown in to reinforce us but there was a gale forecast and they were told not to 
make the jump, but given the bravado of the paras they decided to jump anyway, with near disastrous results. 
 
Despite 25-knot winds at midday on 12th October 1944, 4 Para began jumping from their DC3s above the airfield at 
Megara. 
"We rushed to the landing zone and spent half our time running over parachutes to collapse them before they re-
inflated and dragged the injured or stunned paras to their deaths." 
 
Alf recalls the liberation of Athens on 17th October as a very grand affair with the locals ecstatic at their arrival and 
very, very hospitable. 
"They threw flowers and kisses on us and showered us with German occupation money, some of which I still have 
today.  We were billeted in the old Ford garage and I remember a man coming up and giving us a large box of this 
currency. 
 
"We got to see another part of the world then but remember, there were still problems with the partisans.  We went 
right up to the Yugoslav border, to the town of Phlorina, but Tito's communists were trying to take control there too 
and we weren't allowed to cross.  We ended up picking up a small number of LRDG patrols that had been kicked 
out and took them back to Athens." 
 
On 24th November the LRDG detachment, now under the command of 23 Armoured Brigade, moved to the 
Losiphoglion Orphanage on the main road to Athens to protect the assembling Greek National Guard from attack 
from ELAS.  Here they carried out jeep mounted patrols and a raid on a rebel HQ. 
"We lost another bloke at this time, Artie 'Ape' Botha.  He was driving the boss into Athens on a supply run when 
they came under fire.  Turning sharply up a side street their jeep was fired on again and Botha critically wounded, 
John Olivey didn't come away unscathed either with a round parting his hair for good measure!" 
 
Artie Botha died of his wounds in hospital while Olivey was evacuated to Italy and Captain Bill Armstrong took 
command.  They weren't the only casualties that day, however.  Sgt.  Swanson and Cpl.  Buss, after taking the 
wounded Sgt.  Johns and Pvt.  Haddon to hospital, were themselves shot and wounded.  Visiting the injured men 
the next day Capt.  Armstrong's jeep was riddled with bullets as he left at last light. 
"We spent a few weeks in Athens, staying at the orphanage.  There used to be the odd mortar come over at lunch 
time, fired by the communists, as the Germans had long gone," said Alf.  "One would hit the solid roof without much 
damage, one would hit out the back then one in the front, then it was safe to go and eat.  There were about four 
LRDG patrols based there at the time and I recall the communists dug a trench behind the orphanage." 
 
In the end it all became too much for one British soldier. 
"One day a pom dashed out and sprayed the trench with his tommy gun, he'd just had enough.  We were supposed 
to stop the commies from taking over, combined with the paras it took a very long time to quiet things down and 
remember, while all this was going on there was still a war against the Germans going on!" 
 
Christmas 1944 was celebrated in style and not without some humour with Don Coventry acquiring some chickens, 
but he was caught red handed in the act. 
"Or should that be 'red shirted'," chuckled Alf.  "This local woman sprung him, accusing him of killing her chickens 
with Don denying any knowledge, all the while with his shirt covered in blood and what have you from the recently 
departed fowls." 
 
About four weeks after Christmas the majority of the party returned to Italy where they found most of their 
colleagues had departed for an Italian enclave in Yugoslavia called Zara.  From here raids were staged on German 
occupied areas of the northern Dalmatian islands, Istria and the Croatian mainland.  A sea watch was also 
maintained while other patrols carried out similar operations along the Yugoslav and Albanian coasts. 
 
Located at Zara was a Combined Operations HQ known as COZA.  Land Forces Adriatic oversaw the combination 
of A Sqn. LRDG, a squadron of SBS and a troop of RSR.  About 20 miles inland an advance base for the newly 
formed Balkan Air Force had been established at Prkos, while the Royal Navy cruiser, HMS Colombo, was tied up 
in port operating as a mother ship for the vast array of covertly employed vessels. 
"We (the LRDG) even had an armed schooner, the Kufra, as part of the armada.  It was kitted out as a mobile HQ.  
Boats in the flotilla, or MTBs, would take you where you needed to go on patrol and bring you back.  Our patrol was 
sent up to Istria to keep an eye on ships heading for Trieste, we were a back up to ship watchers already there." 
 
Patrols heading into the rugged mountains of Yugoslavia found a practical use for the gold they were issued with as 
escape funds. 
"Each commander would be issued gold, heaven knows where it all went but I know some blokes used it to buy 
mules, quite rightly in my opinion, to help move large loads through the mountains.  Who knows where all the rest 
went, those were trying times in those days." 
 



On one patrol Capt. Olivey and Sgt. Coventry headed out on an MTB to Istria with the intent of signalling the rest of 
the patrol where to land.  The patrol would deploy using two man kayaks. 
"One bloke nearly sunk us we were that loaded up but we got the first load to shore OK.  On the next load I'm sitting 
on what I thought was a secure stores box when over it, and I go, into the drink.  I was wearing a wool coat over my 
battledress jacket, webbing and boots, you can imaging how much of a struggle it was to stay above water.  They 
eventually fished me out, but man was it cold!" 
 
Alf recalls incoming ship watchers would meet up with the outgoing members challenging each other in a uniquely 
African style. 
"There'd be a Rhodie on the bow of the launch and another hidden on shore, the challenge would be made in native 
African tongue with there being little likelihood of a German being able to pass it off.  The patrol waiting for us was 
led by Sergeant John 'Tobruk' Lowenthal, who now lives in Australia, there were 10 other ranks, a signaller and one 
officer (Olivey), we stayed with them for a bit before the boss moved us up the coast." 
 
Ship watch teams would report shipping movements to MTBs waiting in ambush who would then radio back with the 
results. 
"Often they'd put a spotter aircraft up to protect us, the deal was they weren't supposed to ambush shipping 
opposite our locations as Jerry would always send out clearing patrols trying to track us down.  Sometimes instead 
of MTBs the Air Force would put up Typhoons to rocket the targets and they gave the Germans a bloody good 
wallop!" 
 
Alf recalls it being like in a ringside seat watching the destruction in and around Istria, believing about 100 vessels 
must have been accounted for, but the excitement wasn't all one sided. 
"Zulu Poole and I went in one afternoon, about six miles from the port.  The next morning we were making breakfast 
when a local woman came up saying "Tedesci, Tedesci", obviously in a flap but we didn't know what she was 
saying.  "Some men then arrived, it turned out they and the woman were trying to warn us of Germans climbing up 
our mountain, hunting for us.  They led us to a small stone farm shed, pulled out a few stones and beckoned us to 
get in but there was already a bloke and a girl in there.  Zulu hopped in but I said I'd take my chances in the bush.  
They took me to a barn and hid me under the dirt floor, that night when the flap was over they came and got us and 
we walked back to our base camp where we learnt Jerry had also been busy." 
 
Catching up with Zulu over a brew Alf asked how he got on in his cramped hideaway?  What happened if someone 
had to pee? 
"He said they could only remove one stone and you'd have to use your imagination, I imaging it would have been 
terrible for the girl, however the last laugh was on me as it turned out the dirt floor I hid under wasn't dirt after all, it 
was dung - I never thought I'd ever sleep under a pile of cow dung in all my life but it was better than the 
alternatives." 
 
After so long in the mountains the patrols began resembling the wild bunch of brigands and partisans they'd come 
to help. 
"I remember a South African pilot was shot down and the partisans came in to tell us.  The boss said to go out and 
fetch him but when he sees us he's having none of it.  He told the boys there's no way he's going with them and told 
them to come back with their paybooks as proof of who they were.  Eventually the flier was satisfied of the LRDG 
mens' bona fides and agreed to accompany them, but it wasn't the last problem the patrol would have with him 
before eventually being able to arrange for his pick up.  
 
"In the field everyone sleeps fully clothed in case the balloon goes up, but not this bloke, he goes to bed nude in his 
sleeping bag.  Well the night the MTBs first came to get him there's a jerry E Boat waiting so they're off, pretty soon 
the place is crawling with Jerries and we have to leave.  Well our sleeping beauty hears a disturbance doesn't he 
and he's straight out of his sleeping bag and off like a rabbit, a nude rabbit that is - thank goodness there were no 
thorn bushes I guess." 
 
Meanwhile, as the Germans withdrew, relations with the higher commands of the partisans in both Yugoslavia and 
Greece were becoming increasingly tense.  With the Germans seemingly on the run they were willing to accept only 
nominal Allied assistance.  Things came to a head when members of four patrols around Istria area were arrested 
by partisans in April 1945. 
"The partisans would issue 'passes' giving approval to operate in a given area for a set time, their justification for 
detaining the LRDG members were that their passes had expired.  It was ironic as many times I would go with an 
MI5 officer to pick up bags of gold which were used to pay the partisans with, there were no issues with passes on 
these missions." 
 
But while matters between the 'allies' were tense they weren't without their lighter moments. 
"I remember one patrol fell in with a group of partisan women carrying bags of supplies on their backs up into the 
mountains.  Bill had a camera but no film, none the less he entertained them all 'taking photos' and when we went 
to move off made a show of picking up this lass' pack to help her and ...  he couldn't lift it!" 
 
The next morning the group were holed up in a cave out of view of the Germans where the partisans fed the LRDG 
men canned stew. 



"Eddie de Gray Birch was chomping away on a bit of meat when I said there's something wrong with it. Unperturbed 
he stopped chewing and said it was quite rotten but tasted bloody good and continued his meal, they were tough 
days then." 
 
The next night, after a gruelling climb, they made it to their next location.  Somewhat weary they soon found sleep 
was going to be hard to come by. 
"It was early May 1945, we were on the top of a mountain overlooking Trieste and also overlooking a jerry camp 
astride the road to Hungary, instead of resting up after walking all night the bloody partisans decided to begin 
partying.  While in that position we'd carry out a road watch, I remember seeing the retreating Jerries and what a 
pitiful sight they were too.  If we saw any tanks or trucks amongst them we'd radio through and the RAF would come 
over and blast them." 
 
On the 4th of May it was decided safe enough to call for a resupply, but little did the men of Z.1 Patrol know what 
was in store for them when the chutes blossomed in the sky.  
"It was on the 6th, there were five chutes - the containers held flour, food, and best of all, some whiskey.  We gave 
the food to the partisans and their thanks was to disarm us and lock us up in a machine shop in a village down the 
mountain, they even locked up our local guide!  We'd sent for the whiskey so weren't having too bad a time of it, but 
when the boss wanted to go to the toilet for a pee the guard said "no", so Olivey peed on his candle!"  Things 
weren't so bad though because within a few minutes the guard was inside getting sloshed as well, recalls Alf. 
 
The next day, Z.1 Patrol were taken to Fiume on the Italian/Croatian border where they were fed and secured in a 
large cellar. 
"The war had finished, the 8th Army had entered Trieste on the 3rd of May and the local Germans surrendered on 
the 8th.  While this was going on Tito's communist partisans were trying to set up a HQ in Trieste, trying to take it 
from Italy. Our captors kept up the captive thing for a few days but then gave up, they then put on a big party for us 
and John Olivey scrounged us a ride to Trieste.  A partisan gave us a big bottle of wine for the journey." 
 
Reaching Trieste the LRDG men were billeted with the NZ Division in, of all places, a brewery. 
"It was great, at 5pm each day we'd go upstairs for free beer.  We'd always got on with the Kiwis and of course they 
were the founding element of the LRDG.  Their temperament suited the Rhodesians better than the brashness of 
the Australians and whenever we could we'd swap our battledress uniforms for New Zealand ones, they were of a 
much finer wool." 
 
The brewery wasn't the only popular distraction for war weary soldiers in Trieste. 
"The streets in the city weren't very wide and I remember a young woman caused quite a stir because she used to 
sunbathe nude on a balcony across the street.  It was quite a stir in those days, so many men would rush over to 
catch a glimpse the building nearly gave way!" 
 
Alf's last patrol took him back to the LRDG base at Rodi where they spent a week before they hitched a ride to the 
camp at San Nicandro. 
"It was all a bit of a shambles, they didn't know what to do with us.  We tried to go to Venice, but couldn't.  We'd go 
to the beach for the day, still not knowing what they were going to do with us.  Finally it was decided to disband the 
unit, which happened on 21st June, and we went to a transit camp near Naples." 
 
Alf recalls most of the troops in the camp were replacements who would be put through their paces with drill, 
something the salty veterans weren't having a bar of. 
"We'd volunteered to go to the Far East if we could go back to Rhodesia via the UK on leave.  That wasn't to be so 
while we waited for repatriation we played the newbies at sport.  First of all they tried us at shooting which we won, 
then basketball and they lost that too, so after a while they decided to leave us in peace." 
 
Alf regrets never getting a good look at Naples. 
 
With the long wait the men put their survival skills to good use, trying to outwit a new enemy - Army administration. 
"When you'd come back from ops you'd come back and get a couple of days off and you could go to Rome and 
such like but we never had any money so what we'd do is get hold of olive oil from the villages and then sell it in the 
city to buy beer.  We'd originally joined up with the Brits but found the pay was better in the South African Union 
Defence Force (UDF) that the other Rhodies were in, so we made sure we got cigarettes and beer from both sides." 
 
Unlike today when troops can fly in or out of a conflict zone overnight there was no such convenient air travel at the 
end of World War Two, with troops waiting months for repatriation. 
"During the wait I contracted jaundice, they tried to put me in hospital but I wouldn't go - then I found they were 
clearing the bloody hospitals out first!  It wasn't all bad though, eventually we got back to Cairo and I managed to 
land a job as a barman at the Rhodie Club, if I hadn't I would have had to sit out the wait in Helwan, it was the best 
job I ever had."  
 
Alf's party flew back to Rhodesia via Nyasaland, but fate hadn't quite finished with them yet. 
"We got a puncture at Tabora, in what is now Tanzania, and there were no spares so we had to wait another day for 
one to be flown up from South Africa. 



 
Back in Rhodesia and discharged in February 1946 Alf found the Army hadn't finished with him yet. 
"We were sent our money, but I got more than I thought I was going to so I cashed mine up straight away.  It wasn't 
long before I got sent a registered letter that said they'd overpaid me so I sent one back saying I'd been but a lowly 
Private and wasn't responsible for my pay." 
 

 
Alf Page’s pay book together with LRDG badges and para wings. 

 
Settled into life outside the Army, Alf thought he wouldn't mind turning his hand to farming, but the system wasn't 
quite finished with him yet. 
"I'd begun an apprenticeship as an electrician before enlisting and what we found out was that you had to go back 
and complete that apprenticeship, so that's what I did, then I went to work at the Shabani Asbestos Mine in the 
Midlands of Rhodesia.  I did my Mine Engineering certificates and then went down to South Africa where I got a job 
on a blast furnace in Newcastle as a section engineer in the HCCI chemical plant." 
 
Taking early retirement, Alf moved down to Durban and from there he emigrated to New Zealand where he now 
lives on a farm. 
"This place, New Zealand, has been pretty good to us,' he said.  
 
Looking back Alf has fond memories of the LRDG. 
"You were expected to do what was asked of you but there wasn't the degree of being mucked around like in the 
regular army.  Everyone just got stuck in, the only thing you had to polish was your cap badge.  Aside from 
parachute training, there wasn't all the hooplah associated with selection and training like they have for the SAS 
today, it's amazing what those guys go through.  A lot of our training consisted of long runs, picking up stones and 
shooting.  I guess I only have one piece of advice for anyone contemplating joining the Army in time of war - make 
sure you join the winning team because it's a pretty long road as it is, let alone if you finish up on the wrong side." 
 
 
Alouette III A/C No. 5732 Shot Down 16th June 1979 (Previously unrecorded).  
 
Reproduced here with grateful thanks to Eddy Norris ORAFS 
http://www.ourstory.com/thread.html?t=441455#551117 
 
“OP Mulligan – Enterprise District 
K-car Dalmatian or Alpha fit 
Pilot A/Lt. Ian Henderson (Hendos) 
Tech.  Sgt.  W.J….. 
Commander/SB Observer Mike Norton 
 



 
ORAFS photo - Allouette III 

 
Mike Norton takes up the story - Enterprise Base, at the Enterprise club, was set up in March 1978, to stem the flow 
of "terrs" into the Salisbury area.  I was Bailiff Acorn at the base.  The Enterprise district and adjoining TTL ((Tribal 
Trust Land) was totally subverted, and where the 'Salisbury Detachment' gang was based, this was the group 
responsible for the attack on the fuel depot in Southerton suburb. 
 
After a few months of intensive operations a reasonable degree of control prevailed, particularly after Op Enterprise, 
the most successful internal operation.  Most of the gooks had been forced into the adjoining 
Chikawaka/Mangwende/Msana TTL's.  However, late on the 15th July, Mrs.  Yvonne Mulligan, a farm manager's 
wife, (Strathlorne Farm) was abducted and marched into the Chikwaka TTL, presumably for propaganda purposes. 
Being of ample frame she was put on a bicycle and later a wheelbarrow to hasten their escape.  Follow up was swift 
but running out of light, the PATU (Police Anti Terrorist Unit) guys had no option but to sleep on the tracks. We 
liaised with Salops (Salisbury Operations) for more troops and aircraft for the next day.  Can you imagine my 
surprise when we received 3 Commando RLI (this was to be a black day for the unit) and ten helicopters positioned 
at the Enterprise Club/Base!  Someone must have leant on Comops (Combined Operations) to get this type of 
response (Farmers Union?). 
 
Early in the day information gleaned from a locally trained terr.  was that a white woman had been seen in the 
Chipagura Kraal area with 25 plus "terrs".  Another source told of eight terrs.  (Rhodesian term for terrorist) 2 km's 
away at Gwamura Kraal.  The Colonel and Bruce Snelgar's plan was simple, split the fire force, one section (with  
20mm K-car) to Chipagura (refer Charlie Warren's book 'Stick Leader' for this contact) and the other (K-Car 
Dalmatian) to Gwamura Kraal.  Sticks were briefed and cautioned about Mrs.  Mulligan as our objective was to 
rescue her. 
 
After about eight flying minutes we approached the Gwamura Kraal line, Hendos pulled up to 800ft and started the 
orbit.  Stops were positioned and sweep lines formed.  Everything was going like clockwork and Stop Two was 
ordered to advance.  As these brave troops approached a brick house/school, all hell let loose.  Fire spewed from 
the windows felling two troopies (Tpr.  Mike Elsaesser and Tpr.  Bruce McKend), they didn't stand a chance.  The 
tech., Sgt.  WJ, filled the building with .303 ball from the 4 Brownings, silencing it permanently.  We then took heavy 
fire from another building.  The Alfa fit also took care of them, but we were still under heavy pressure (an RLI stick 
leader, who was on the ground, reported controlled RPD fire).  By this stage the K-Car (20mm) was on its way to 
support us.  Things were really getting hot and we were taking more hits, when, suddenly, a message came through 
from the orbiting PRAW (Hamish Harvey) that we were on fire, WJ and I peered out the side and saw black smoke 
trailing behind us.  Hendos had already lowered the orbit height to bring the guns to bear under some trees, not 
giving him much room to auto rotate, now he shut the fuel flow lever and we dropped like a stone.  We took more 
hits as Hendos struggled to control the aircraft.  Then, I heard a very loud bang and felt as if I had been hit by a four 
pound hammer, next, we ploughed into a sandy field and I was thrown into the Perspex, while rotor blades, smoke 
and dust filled the air.  There was a lot of blood, but fortunately nothing serious.  We were still in the contact site and 
scrambled to a nearby ditch and were picked up minutes later by a G-Car.  It was only later I found out that a round 
had passed between my head and headphones!! 
 
The battle on the ground ended with a few 'Golf' bombs.  It was late by then, so the troops went into ambush mode, 
watching over the downed aircraft. 
 
Meanwhile back at New Sarum, WO Doug Quinn of ASF, (Aircraft Servicing Flight) had been instructed to get his 
crash recovery team together.   



 
Doug takes up the story.  We left early the next morning with my two recovery vehicles and crew and headed out on 
the Shamva road.  We eventually got near the site at mid afternoon, after escort delays and the road condition. I 
was told by an army Lieutenant that an Alouette would be coming to collect me and one other tech to take us to the 
downed helicopter!  I was rather confused but selected my engine tech, the necessary tools, and waited for uplift 
(little did I know that the area was still hot).  We were uplifted at 3.45pm and after about ten minutes were dropped 
at the crash site.  It was apparent that the Alo was quite badly damaged, the main and tail rotor blades were scrap, 
the nose and main oleo's had collapsed, tail boom damaged due to impact and most panels bent.  With the help of 
the RLI troopies we set about dismantling the blades and tail boom from the main frame, however it was getting late 
and we requested an airlift by Alo from New Sarum.  I knew that an Alo stripped to the bones could airlift another, as 
I had done this at least four times before.  After about an hour I was shocked to hear a Bell 205 in the distance, no 
way, it's never been done by Bell.  Sure enough the Bell tech came across to us and asked how I wanted this done.  
Well we were ready for the extraction anyway, so the pilot positioned the Bell in a hover above the Alo, the 
downwash was unbelievable.  I then lifted the chain attached to the main rotor head and hooked it to the Bell cargo 
swing under the Bell.  It then lifted the Alo like a toy back to the road and recovery team.  A short while later the Bell 
returned to collect the tail boom, other wreckage, tools, and return us to the recovery team.  We arrived back at ASF 
New Sarum at 10.30pm that night. 
 
It was only the next morning (Monday) that I found out what had occurred in the Chikawaka that day. 
 
Alouette 5732 was classified as a CAT 4 and was rebuilt at Rhotair to fly again. 
 
Ian Doig from Rhotair confirmed that the engine took a round through the oil return pipe and continued into the 
combustion chamber, hence all the smoke!  This engine was re-built with old parts as an experiment, to run on 
sunflower oil? 
 
Mrs.  Mulligan was taken to Chimoio where she remained till November.  She was released to the Red Cross and 
immigrated to South Africa on the spoils of her story to a magazine.  She claimed that she had been well treated 
throughout her ordeal. 
 
Thanks to Mike, Charlie, Doug, Budgie, Ian and many others for filling in the gaps and helping to record this event. 
 
Dedicated to Mike Elsaesser and Bruce McKend.  Also Ian Henderson who died in 2008 of acute pancreatic 
problems. 
 
Marcus Main-Baillie. 
 
Postscript: The K-Car Dalmatian was the name given to the weapon fit - 4 x .303 Browning machine guns.  The K-
Car Alfa was the operational name to distinguish it from the 20mm gunship. 
 
Comment by Eddy Norris: 
"Thanks to Marcus Main-Baillie for this story.  Marcus researched this story for a long period of time and he is to be 
congratulated on sticking with it till its completion." 
 
Editor's Comment: This photo below was sent to me originally by Charlie Warren 
 

 
Dalmatian or Alpha Fit Brownings in K Car, photo author unknown. 

 
 
What’s On In New Zealand? 
 
AUCKLAND 



If you reside in the Auckland area, email Wolf and Alison Hucke at whucke@slingshot.co.nz for more details of the 
monthly social meetings that will be held in 2010. Generally these are on the third Saturday of the month. All are 
welcome.  
 
TAURANGA 
The Garrison Club run by the 6th Battalion (Hauraki) Group Regimental Association, is open every Friday from 16:00 
hrs and welcomes visitors. Starting in February we will resume our ‘Curry and Movie Evenings’ on the 2nd Friday of 
every month. Email me at hbomford@clear.net.nz to get on that mailing list to see what is on and notification of any 
changes.  
 
HAMILTON 
Please contact Tinka Mushett mushett@slingshot.co.nz for more details. 
 
 
CQ Store visit www.rhodesianservices.org/The%20Shop.htm to see what is in store for 
you 
 
Please give our CQ Store consideration when buying a present for friends or family. Above is the web page link and 
below is a list of our stock. On the CQ Store web page you can now download and print off a catalogue of the entire 
store. This is useful to pass on to people who do not have computer access. 
 
If you want medals that have to be engraved and mounted, we need a couple of weeks under normal circumstances 
and longer if someone in the chain is off sick or on leave, so please allow time when placing your orders. 
 
Coming soon – ‘Advice to Terrorists t-shirts’ – watch this space! 
 
 

CQ STORE INVENTORY 
 

ITEMS EXCLUDING POSTAGE PRICE in NZ$ 
4RR Hackles $17.50 
‘Bumper’ Stickers, Rhodesia/NZ or Australia flags; Rhodesian flag; 
Rhodesian Services Assn Lion & Tusk 

$3 each or 2 for 
$5 

Business Card Holder – stainless steel with Lion & Tusk engraved $20 
Berets $50 
Lapel pin -  Para Wings – gold plate or Enamel $15 
Lapel Pin – Rhodesian Flag $10 
Lion & Tusk Aprons $30 
Lion & Tusk Baseball Caps $25 
Lion & Tusk Beanies green, black or other colours on request $22 
Lion & Tusk Dog Tags $30 
Lion & Tusk Polar Fleece jackets – long sleeved in green, black, 
navy  $65 
Lion & Tusk Polo shirts - black or green $38 
Lion & Tusk T-shirts - black or green $30 
Lion & Tusk Women’s v-neck stretch shirts - black $30 
Medal Ribbon Devices – MFC, Commissioner’s Commendation, 
bars etc. $30 
Name badge – resin coated $15 
Number plate surrounds – 4 styles to choose from $12 
Pocket Insert Medal Holder $15 
Poster “Be a man among men” $25 
Poster “Rhodesian Bush War” $30 
Poster – Rhodesian Map accurate as at Oct. 1977 $60 
Poster “Terrorism Stops Here!” 2 in series now $50 ea 
Regimental Cap Badges – RLI, Intaf, RAR, RDR, BSAP, Grey’s 
Scouts, RRR, RR, Service Corps, Staff Corps, RWS, DRR and more 

Priced from $20 – 
inquire for details 

Regimental ties – Rhodesian Light Infantry $40 
Regimental ties – Rhodesia Regiment $45 
Regimental ties – Rhodesian African Rifles $40 
Regimental ties – SAS (badged SAS only) $55 
Rhodesian General Service Medal copy (silver plate bronze) full size 
medal with ribbon $100 



Rhodesian General Service Medal full size copy (solid silver) with 
ribbon $125 
Rhodesian General Service Medal ribbon – full size $10/length 
Rhodesian General Service Medal miniature (solid silver) with ribbon $40 
Rhodesian General Service Medal ribbon - miniature $10/length 
Rhodesian Medal for Territorial or Reserve Service full size copy 
(solid silver & gold) with ribbon $150 
Rhodesian Police Long Service Medal full size copy (solid silver) with 
ribbon $160 
Southern Rhodesia War Service Medal full size copy (solid silver) 
with ribbon $150 
Rhodesian Flag 3’ x 5’ (900mm x 1500mm) ready to fly $40 
Rhodesian Flag, embroidered 110mm x 50mm $20 
Rhodesian replica rugby jerseys – short or long sleeve $110 
Unofficial Rhodesian Combat Infantry Badge full size $22.50 
Unofficial Rhodesian Combat Infantry Badge miniature $15 
Various medal ribbons – please inquire POA 
Various full size & miniature medals – please inquire POA 
Various small embroidered badges (RLI & BSAP) $5 
Zimbabwe Independence Medal copy - full size with ribbon $50 
Zimbabwe Independence Medal full size ribbon $10/length 
Zimbabwe Independence Medal miniature with ribbon $35 
Zimbabwe Independence Medal miniature ribbon $10/length 
‘Zippo’ type lighter – “Rhodesia 1890 – 1980” with Lion & Tusk $25 

 
 
Books for Africa 
I again remind you that all the books and audio visual disks that I stock and sell are listed at 
www.rhodesianservices.org/Books.htm  These sales are my own hobby and income from sales is directed to me 
and not the Rhodesian Services Association.  However, the Association does benefit indirectly from these sales. A 
great selection of books can be found on the link above. 
 
I have recently listed a number of good quality, hard to get, second hand books: 

• Fighting Vehicles and Weapons of Rhodesia 1965-80 
• Pamwe Chete - The Legend of the Selous Scouts  
• Rhodesian Sports Profiles 1907-1979 with a supplementary feature on the Zimbabwe Women's Hockey 

Team, Gold Medalists at the Moscow Olympics in 1980 
 
The Jock of the Bushveld DVDs are very popular – a great movie that can be watched again and again. 
 
New Title - Stock due to arrive soon – Blue and Old Gold – History of the British South Africa Police 1889 – 
1980 by Peter Gibbs, Hugh Phillips and Nick Russell. 
 
Price NZ$125 plus postage. 
 

 
 

The BSAP held the honour of occupying the Right of the Line-one of the greatest police forces of the British Empire 
and Commonwealth In 1889 Cecil John Rhodes was granted a royal charter by Queen Victoria to settle 
Mashonaland, in what was to become Southern Rhodesia.  So was formed the British South Africa Company; its 



regiment of troopers raised to protect the occupying Pioneer Column dubbed the British South Africa Police, the 
BSAP.  From the 1893 Matabele War, the 1896 Mashona Rebellion and the Jameson Raid, the Anglo-Boer War, 
through both world wars and finally to the bitter Rhodesian bush war of the 1960s and '70s, troopers and officers of 
this fine regiment of policemen, both black and white, were proudly to the fore, in civilian and military roles … until 
the disbandment of the Force in  
1980 when the country became the independent Zimbabwe. 
 

• Over 1,000 previously unpublished photographs. 
• First book of this magnitude to be released that focuses on this fine force. 
• A unique feature of this volume is that its three parts were written by serving members whose knowledge is 

thorough, detailed and lacking any political or other bias. 
 
Peter Gibbs was born in London in 1903, educated at Aldenham, and lived in Bulawayo since 1936.  A number of 
his books have been published in London and New York.  He served in the BSA Police Reserve for 21 years, 
retiring with the rank of reserve superintendent.  He was awarded the MBE in 1964. 
 
Hugh Phillips was born in the UK and immigrated to Southern Rhodesia in 1951 to join the BSAP.  He attained the 
rank of assistant commissioner prior to his retirement after nearly 30 years' service.  Prior to returning to the UK in 
2002, he was involved, without success, in liaison activities between the Commercial Farmers Union and 
Zimbabwean government in efforts to bring a more pragmatic outlook and policy towards the white farm invasions. 
Hugh wrote Part 3 of this history, covering the period from 1939 to 1980. 
 
Nick Russell joined the BSAP as a cadet in 1975 and served at Sinoia and Kariba before attending Morris Depot 
where he formed part of the mounted squad for the opening of parliament.  After graduation he was posted to 
uniform-branch duties at Mount Darwin and substations in the district.  He transferred to Special Branch and spent 
two years, mostly in the Mt Darwin area, until the cessation of hostilities.  He now lives in Australia. 
 
 

 

  History of the Rhodesia Regiment Book Project   
 
This revised project has been turning up some real gems and material that I personally never thought we would get. 
The WWI era is fascinating and it will be a privilege to bring to the public forum a better understanding of the roll 
played by the Rhodesia Regiment in East and South West Africa. 
 
Currently we are looking for input from anyone who attended the Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II in 1953. Please 
contact us per details below and keep forwarding any other material and reminiscences that you have. 
 
Hugh Bomford hbomford@clear.net.nz 
Chris Cocks info@30degreessouth.co.za  
 
 
The Global Forked Stick 
 
Roan Antelope Music – John Edmond www.johnedmond.co.za or email johnedmond@senco.co.za  Phone +27 
(0)14 735 0774 
 
Courteney Boots 
"It was during the Rhodesian campaign of the seventies that I, and most other able-bodied men were spending a 
large part of our lives in the bush.  Companions would so often say to me, "Where did you get your boots?  I want a 
pair like that." So I made a pair for them.  I'm a third generation shoe maker and designer, and at that time had been 
making mainstream footwear for over forty years. 
 
Eventually I established a modest workshop of my own making classic hunting boots the traditional way - as my 
father and grandfather did before me - with the old-fashioned values of hardiness and durability as well as comfort.  
Because they just don't make them like that anymore." John Rice the founder and CEO of The Courteney Boot 
Company. 
 
Safari Supply will donate 5% of every purchase made, that is generated by this advert, to the Rhodesian Services 
Association.  You need to use this link below as it is connected to their website and will ensure we are credited for 
this.  Your purchase helps us to develop our museum displays. 
 



 
 
We thank Grant Febery of The Safari Supply Company, PO Box 34 974, Birkenhead, Auckland 0746, New Zealand 
email grant@safarisupply.co.nz mobile +64 21 854 188 for his support. 
 
Royal Rhodesia Regiment Intake 34 from 1960 
Peter Donnelly who was part of this intake, is looking for any unit photos that he is in. He was in 4 Platoon under 
S/Sgt Sam Coster. Please email Peter on peter_donnelly2@sky.com  
 
Charles David Ferguson 2nd Battalion Rhodesian African Rifles 
“Hello,  
I am currently researching into my family genealogy.  My grandfather served in the 2nd Battalion Rhodesian African 
Rifles, his name was Charles David Ferguson, he was a Lieutenant and Captain during his services from what we 
know, and he was also supposed to have excelled at boxing.  
 
I would be grateful for any information. 
Stuart Ferguson” 
 
Editor’s note: Capt. Charles Ferguson was paymaster of 2 RAR. Please email replies to fergiefergs@hotmail.co.uk  
 
Umtali Cenotaph 
“While compiling the Umtali Roll of Honour I was advised that the memorial had been demolished and the cast iron 
name plates with the names of those killed in World War I and II were lying on the scrap metal heap at the Municipal 
Site. 
 
Can anyone else make comment or clarify this point? 
 
To view the Roll of Honour please visit this link:- http://www.ourstory.com/thread.html?t=229002#200130 “ 
 
Replies to Eddy Norris orafs11@gmail.com  
 
Joshua Wragg 
“Dear Sir,  
I am writing to you in the hope that you might have some information on one of my relatives.  In the course of 
researching my family history, I have been able to discover very little concerning my great uncle Joshua Wragg, who 
appears to have been reasonably prominent in Rhodesia during the early half of the 20th century.  If I can find out 
some details about him, I may be able to make contact with other surviving members of that side of my family. 
 
Joshua Wragg was born in Leeds, Yorkshire, England in 1879 to parents Archer, born 1854, (pork butcher) and 
Emma.  Archer's younger brother William (my grandfather), born in 1864, was also a pork butcher.  Joshua had a 
brother James, who died aged 1, and four sisters (Alice, Edith, Grace, Hilda). 
 
Joshua left England in 1899 as a volunteer in the Boer War, as a private in the Royal Army Medical Corps, and 
moved to Rhodesia in 1907, where he settled in the Que Que/Hartley district, and seems to have spent his adult life 
as a chemist.  By 1912 he must have married, as there is a record of him returning on a trip to England with his one 
year old son, Arthur. 
 
During his time in Rhodesia he served as commandant of Que Que District and captain of the Que Que Defence 
Force, though dates are unclear. 
 
He died at Groote Schuur Hospital somewhere between 1938 (the establishment of the hospital) and 1950 (death of 
Jan Smuts, who sent a wreath to his funeral), but I have been unable to elicit any further information, despite the 
best efforts of Ms Irene Cloete of the records department at Groote Schuur Hospital. 
 
The only other information I can furnish you with is that Joshua had a son Arthur William, born in Hartley, who 
attended school at Plumtree.  He had a friend David Hoskins, whose parents lived at the Atlanta Mine.  Arthur 
William apparently saved (at the age of 16) David Hoskins' life after the latter had been bitten by a brown mamba 
while the boys were on a duck shooting trip on 29th December (year unknown).  Arthur sucked out the poison and 
made a tourniquet, then helped his friend home, and as a result was "laidup for a week". 



 
The foregoing information comes from the only other newspaper clipping I have about the family, from the Yorkshire 
Evening Post of Feb27/28. Unfortunately my uncle wrote the source on the clipping and I don't know if the "28" 
refers to the year 1928, or to the day of the month. Apparently Arthur told his story to a reporter from the Rhodesian 
Herald on the strict understanding that his name should not be used, as he was extremely modest. 
 
Yours Sincerely,  
Carole Henshall” 
 
Editor’s note: I hold a copy of the undated newspaper report on the funeral of Mr J Wragg which includes an 
extensive list of people who sent wreaths (including Gen. The Right Hon. J.C. Smuts and Mrs Smuts). Please email 
me if it would help finding information on J Wragg. 
 
Please email Carole at k.henshall@ext.canterbury.ac.nz It would be advisable if you copied the email to me as her 
server has a rather harsh spam filter on it and emails do not always get through to her, so please ensure that you 
get a response in receipt of your email. 
 
 
Until next time - go well. 
  
Cheers 
Hugh 
 
This newsletter is compiled by Hugh Bomford, Secretary of the Rhodesian Services Association.  
It contains many personal views and comments which may not always be the views of the Association or 
Committee. 
  
If for any reason you would like to be removed from the mailing list, please send an email to 
hbomford@clear.net.nz with the word ‘remove’ in the subject line or body. 


